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ABSTRACT 

A network of telephone exchanges with distributed 
control is considered. The traffic flow through 
the network is given by a set of global continu
ity equations describing relations between call 
intensities at the various stages. A systematic 
way of formulating the global aspect of this 
model is given in [1] whereas we in this paper 
cQncentrate on the local part. That is, how to 
model, in an analytic way, the various queues 
that appear in the exchange (or between the 
exchanges) in order to calculate the necessary 
waiting times, probabilities of being timed-out 
etc. In particular do we direct our attention 
to the role of the the time-outs in overload 
situations. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In 1973 there appeared two interesting papers by 
Franks and Rishel ([2], [3]) that discuss an 
analytic model for the steady-state behaviour of 
a telephone network. With this model they man
aged to optimize the mean-flow-rate of an over
load telephone network and, of course, to calcu
late all quantities of interest pertaining to 
the traffic flow. An important pqint in their 
analysis is to bring the control devices into 
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the discussion. As they point out , the effect 
of machine congestion is no longer negligible 
when the network gets overloaded and has to be 
taken into account. 

, To be a "first generation model" their results 
seem to agree fairly well with simulations that 
tend to be more expensive to run than analytic 
models. For the purpose of optimizing (with 
respect to certain parameters) or network man
agement, analytic models would thus be prefered 
since investigations of that kind amount to 
series of program-runs. In any case, simula
tions are clumsy to use on such problems. 

Whether the idea of Franks and Rishel is to be 
used as a tool for the telephone engineers 
(perhaps as an alternative to simulations) is 
by no means clear since their model of an tele
phone exchange (No. 4A-ETS) contains too many 
simplifying aspects. To investigate the gener
ality of their ideas we therefore apply the 
method on a network of more complex exchanges. 
As an example we have chosen the ITT-8B exchange 
which is a semielectronic exchange currently in 
use in Norway. The exchange is sketched in 
figure 1. One important point with this ex
change is the fact that to . each switch there is 
a control device, a socalled ESBO, that takes 
care of the call set-up through that particular 
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switch. (The ESBOs are not shown in the figure.) 
Since each ESBO has its own local time-out it is 
clear that 8B represents an exchange with a kind 
of distributed logic. 

The register is controlling the call until the 
B-subscriber is reached, the time-out of the 
register will thus be on the top of the ESBO 
time-out. We will henceforth call the register 
time-out the global time-out and the ESBO time
out the local time-out. The main difference 
between global and local time-outs is that global 
time-outs are throwing the call out of the system 
whereas local time-outs just set the call back 
one or more steps. 

The network itself is chosen rather simple in 
our model, consisting of three local exchanges 
and a common tandem exchange. The latter ex-
change is indicated by the dotted rectangle in 
figure l. For more details about the network we 
refer to [1 ], that discusses it in detail. 

2 SYSTEM AND MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The ITT-8B exchange is outlined in figure 1. As 
mentioned in the introduction there is a control
device (ESBO) associated with each switching 
stage. The main function of the ESBOs ~s to 
ensure the call set-up through the respective 
switches. The time-outs of the various ESBOs 
differ somewhat, but are all in the range of 
2-10 seconds. 

In addition to the ESBOs there is another local 
control device called the line translater link 
(LTL) that controls the set-up of the termi
nating calls within each local exchange. The 
nominal value of the LTL time-out is about 4 
seconds. 

The register will be occupied by a call until 
the B-subscriber terminal is reached. This 
means that the register time-out is controlling 
the call also when passing through other ex
changes. When the call is taken by one of the 
local time-outs the call is set back .one or 
more steps but not thrown out of the system. 
Hence the call can be taken by local time-outs a 
number of ·times before it is finally register 
timed-out and leaves the system. A call might, 
of course, be successful in reaching its desti
nation in spite of several time-outs from local 
control devices. The time-out of the register 
is about 30 seconds but is renewed after each 
digit dialled. (The average dialling time per 
digit is assumed to be about 1.5 seconds.) 

In order to make the reader able to understand 
the traffic bel").avioU+ of our model under overload 
conditions a deeper insight into the various 
parts of the exchanges is necessary. The model 
can naturally be divided into the seven parts: 

(a) Preselection stage 

(b) Local group selection stage 

(c) Subs~riber selection stage 

(d) Incoming group selection stage 

(e) Tandem register stage 

(f) Tandem group selection stage 

In the following we will briefly describe the 
various parts. 

(2a) Preselection stage 

As seen from figure 1, the conversation part of 
the preselection stage is a three-stage link 
system (the register is the third stage). A 100-
group of subscribers are connected to the 1.LF/ 
FS-multiswitch. This switch is shared between 
the originating (Line-Finder) and the terminating 
(~inal-~elector) calls: Since each switch has 
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only one ESBO to do the set-up the 1. LF/FS ESBO 
must also be shared between originating and ter
minating calls. This is done in such a way that 
the terminating calls have the priority before 
the originating calls. 

From each 1. LF/FS multiswitch M (max M=6) 2.LF 
multiswitches can be reached. To each 2.LF 
multiswitch there are connected n2 cords (max 
n2=36) which means that Mn2 cords can, totally, 
be reached from one particular A-subscriber. 
Totally there are M 2.LF multiswitches and hence 
ns = Mn 2 cords. Each cord has access to 2 regis
ters~ With a total number of r register, each 
register will, in average, be connected to 2ns/r 
cords. The conversation part of the preselection 
stage can thus be pictured as in figure 2. 
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The three-stage link system of the 
preselection stage 

In figure 2 is indicated that the +.LF/FS multi
switch is shared between the originating and the 
terminating calls. In the figure there are n=8 
inlets that can be used for the originating 
calls only, and m=7 that can be used for both 
originating and terminating calls. (The inlets 
for terminating calls only are not shown since 
they have no connection to the cords/registers.) 
The n originating and m combined links are 
distributed to the M 2.LF multiswitches (M=6 in 
the figure) according to some general (combina
torial) rule. In the figure we see that 2{=xl) 
2.LF multiswitches are connected to two 1.LF 
links whereas the rest are connected to one 1.LF 
link each. For the combined links are one 2.LF 
multiswitch connected to two links and for the 
rest there are a one-to-one correspondance. 

Parallel to the conversation part there is the 
signalling part. In order to be connected to 
the register the subscribers within each 100-
group first have to hunt for the 1.LF/FS-ESBO. 
When a call has succeeded in seizing it the ESBO 
looks for a free path through the link system. 
When such a free path exists it hunts for a 
suitable 2.LF-ESBO. Since both of these tasks 
require some time it might happen that the call 
is taken by the time-out in the 1.LF/FS-ESBO. 
Being a local time-out the call will not be 
thrown out of the system but merely be put back 
in the queue before the 1.LF/FS-ESBO. Hence, in 
the case of overload situations a call might 
cause a "cycling" around the 1.LF/FS-ESBO. Since 
the terminating calls have the priority before 
the originating ones it is clear that large 
waiting times might occur at this stage, a fact 
that will be seen from the numerical results. 
Note that the subscribers patiency is the only 
regulating factor when overload situations are 
building up. 

When the 2.LF-ESBO is seized it might happen 
that the path through the link system no longer 
is free. The 2.LF-ESBO therefore has to make a 
"double-test" for a free path. This it will 
continue with until the time-out in the 2.LF-ESBO 
finally puts the call back to the queue in front 
of the 1.LF/FS-ESBO. We thus have the following 
queueing structure for the signalling part of the 
preselection: 
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Figure 3 The queueing structure for the signal
ling part in the preselection stage 

In figure 3 the boxes indicate that there is an 
elapse of time (usually a queueing situation) 
whereas the circles stand for control devices. 
The arrows indicate that traffic intensities go 
from the respective queueing systems to the 
place where the arrows end. These intensities 
are usually caused by time-outs. 

As mentioned above, when a call is timed out by 
the 1.LF/FS-ESBO it is automatically put in the 
queue in front of that ESBO again. In such a 
way a call (or rather the signalling part of the 
call) might be cycling a number of times in the 
preselection stage until it either succeeds in 
reaching a register o~ the A-subscriber gets 
impatient and give up. Let N be the number of 
cycles a call goes through and Ll the average 
waiting time in the link system. 

The latter waiting time is given by the carried 
conversation traffic in the link system (as a 
result of N cycles). If Le is the average 
waiting time per cycle for a free way through 
the link system and nl the probability of being 
taken by the 1.LF/FS-ESBO time-out (TA) we have 

Ll = (l-nl)Le+nl(l-n l ) (Le+Lo+~A) + 

(2.1) 

or 
N 

L 1 +Nn l ('Co +TA) 

l-n~ 

Here LO is the average waiting time for the 
1.LF/FS-ESBO. Note that the queueing for this 
ESBO is a priority queueing where the terminating 
calls have the highest priority and hence LO 
refers to the lowest priority calls. 

After waiting for a free way through the link 
system the call has to hunt for a 2.LF-ESBO. If 
the mean waiting time for the latter is L2 we 
finally have for the holding time of the 1.LF/FS
ESBO: 

(2.3) 

Here Tlis the time-out for the 1.LF/FS-ESBO and 
0

1 
the ·operation time (traffic independent) 

necessary to operate the ESBO. 

If the call succeed in seizing a 2.LF-ESBO it is 
necessary to perform a double-test to make cer
tain that a free way still exists. With a 
probability p all available cord/registercombi
nations have been taken durinq the elapse of 
time from the check to the double-check. The 
call might still have a possibility of obtaining 
a cord/register if there is a release of another 
call before the time-out of the 2.LF-ESBO. If 
the latter time-out probability is n 2 we have 
for the mean holding time of the 2.LF-ESBO: 

(2.4) 

Here we have: 

'3 : mean waiting time for a free cord/register 
given that the (first) double-test is nega
tive 
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Od: Operation time for one double-test 

O2 : Necessary operation time for the 2.LF-ESBO 

(2b) Local Group-Selection Stage 

The local group selection stage is usually, for 
short, called the local A/B-stage. An outgoing 
call may find an outgoing circuit directly from 
the A-stage that has limited access to the out
going trunk. If a free circuit connot be found, 
the call is directed to the B-stage that has 
access to all outgoing trunks. 

The local calls, however, must all pass through 
the entire A/B-stage as seen from figure 4. 

Outgoing trunks 

Cord -- U 
f -- 1 A 

8 Local trunks 

Figure 4 The conversation part of the group 
selection stage 

Whether the call is going directly to the desti
nation exchange or via the tandem exchange (al
ternative routin~ ) is decided by the OCT that is 
connected to the registeres (see figure 1). If, 
however, a free trunk is found it might very 
well happen that all outgoing trunks are occu
pied when the call has reached the A-ESBO. The 
conversation network may then be consider~d as a 
two stage linksystem with delay. The waiting 
time is, however, limited by the remaining reg
ister time-out. The form of the link system is 
illustrated in figure 5. 

A/B 
links 

6 
cord 

o 0 
000· . 
o 00·· 

o 

o 

Figure 5 The link system in the local group 
selection stage 
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After having decided upon direct or alternative 
routing the call hunts for the A-ESBO. If it 
succeeds in seizing this control device it checks 
for 

(i) free trunk from the A-multiswitch (for 
outgoing calls) 

(ii) free link/B-outlet 

(iii) free B-ESBO 

Point (i) is an immediate test. If no free trunk 
can be reached directly from A, the ESBO seeks 
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for a free path through the linksystem and 
finally for a free B-ESBO. 

In overload situations both of these queueings 
might take a considerable time which implies 
that the call may be taken by the A-ESBO time
out one or more times. Hence, also at this stage 
might we end up with a cycling around one ESBO. 
There are, however, some differences from the 
preselection stage. 

Firstly, the cycling is limited by the register 
time-out which is approximately 30 seconds. 
Since the A-ESBO time-out is about 6 seconds, 
more than 5 cycles are normally not possible. 

Secondly, the cycling around the A-ESBO is very 
important for the traffic handling in the link 
system. If, for instance, one particular out
going route is overloaded, large waiting times 
might occur for this particular direction. In 
order to ·avoid calls towards other routes to be 
hindered, there must be some restrictions on the 
holding times of the A-ESBO. This is achieved 
by the above-mentioned cycling. 

When a call has seized the A-ESBO it might find 
~n (direct) outgoing trunk with probability I-PJ; 
where PJ is the Palm-Jacobaeus formula for delay 
systems, given by: 

E 1 ,N1 (Aj) 
PJ 

Nj-Aj+AjEl,Nj_kj (Aj ) 

N.-A .+A.E 1 N - (A j ) 
J J J , j 

(2.5) 

Here, ~1,N(A) is the Erlang first formula, N . is 
the number of trunks in route j, Aj the offeted 
traffic to that route and k j is the access to 
route j from the A-multiswitch. 

Assume a "fresh" intensity). to be offered the 
A-ESBO. Some of it might be timed-out by the 
register. If we call this probability PI the 
intensity (I-PI)). will reach the A-ESBO. Some 
of it will find a direct outgoing trunk whereas 
(l-Pl)).·PJ will seek towards the B-stage. Having 
seized the A-ESBO these calls are vulnerable for 
the A-ESBO time-out, and a fraction, n A say, 
will thus be taken by this time-out and set back 
to the queue in front of the A-ESBO. 

We hence have the following queueing structure 
for the A-ESBO: 

1, ---, ~,. ~ .. 

8 ~ ~2 .. 
Tm ---, ~m .. 

Figure 6 Queue for the A-ESBO 

There will be m streams (that we have assumed to 
be Poissonian) with different time-outs and 
intensities hunting for one server (A-ESBO). 
From the discussion above we have ).1=).' ).2= 
(I-Pl)PJ·nA·)., etc or, generally 

(j=1,2,·· ·m-l) (2.6a) 

Al = A (2.6b) 

When the "fresh" intensity A arrives to the 
queue in front of the A-ESBO the register time
out is T1 . After waiting a time T1 and spending 
a time TA on the A-ESBO the register time-out is 
reduced to T1-T1-TA for the second stream. 
Generally: 

(j=l, 2, rn-I) (2.7) 
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Queueing systems of the type above have been 
discussed by Wallstr~m [4] whose solutions are 
used in our model. Note that the probability of 
being register timed-out, p . , and mean waiting 
time, T . , must depend on th~ stream number since 
the str~ams all have different time-outs. 

The queueing model in figure 6 is not quite com
plete since the calls that are timed-out by the 
B-ESBO also are put in the queue in front of the 
A-ESBO. This we simply have done by placing all 
of those in one separate stream (with number m+l) 
We have also assumed that only the local calls 
can be taken by the B-ESBO time-out since the 
hunting for a B~ESBO only starts if there is a 
free outlet. When an outgoing call has reached 
the B-ESBO it can immediately take the outgoing 
trunks (we have neglected the double-test) 
whereas a local call has to hunt for the line 
translator link (LTL). We thus have a queueing 
structure as in figure 7. 

Figure 7 Queueing structure for the local 
group selection stage 

The queueing for an available B-ESBO is treated 
as a MJMJm queue with limited delay. We have, 
however, to consider the input as composed of a 
certain number of streams (corresponding to the 
different routes as explained in [1]). Each 
stream is, in fact, governed by two time-outs; 
the register time-out and the A-ESBO time-out. 

The effective A-ESBO time-out is set to 

(2.8) 

where ~L is the delay in the link system for 
calls succeeding in finding a free path. 

The effective register time-out is set to 

(2.9) 

where TA is the mean waiting time for the A-ESBO 
given that it succeed in reaching the ESBO. 
(Note that TA is an average over all cycles 
around the A-ESBO.) 

Since the time-outs by no means are "sharp" at 
this stage we have introducted a negative expo
nential distribution for TBA and TBR with (2.8) 
and (2.9) as the respective mean values: 

Pr{T<tl = l-e-t/TM (2.10) 

where TM might be either. of TBA or TBR . 

Such a queueing system may also be treated by 
using the results from the above mentioned paper 
of Wallstr~m [4]. 

From this queueing model the necessary traffic 
parameters can be calculated. In particular do 
we find the probability n B of being timed-out by 
the A-ESBO while queueing for the B-ESBO. The 
total probability of being timed-out by the A
ESBO is thus-
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(2.11) 
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When considering the holding time for the A-ESBO 
we might naturallY' divide the calls into three 
groups: 

(i) Calls that seize a direct outgoing trunk 
from A 

(ii) Outgoing calls over B 

(iii) Local calls over B 

For the first category we assume that no waiting 
is necessary when an outgoing trunk is available 
from the A-multiswitch. Hence the holding time 
is just the operation time: 

(2.12) 

For the second category the holding time must 
consist ~ 

- waiting time in the link system LL 

- waiting time for the B-ESBO LB 

- holding time, eA' for those calls that are 
register timed-out 

- holding time, TA' for those calls that are 
timed-out by the A-ESBO. 

Hence we can write: 

(2.13) 

Here n is the probability of being A-ESBO timed
out and nR the probability of being register 
timed-out. 

According to the real 8B-exchange the queueing 
for the LTL actually starts from the A-ESBO 
followed up with a double-test when the B-ESBO 
is seized. This is in our model simplified to 
assume that queueing takes place first when the 
B-ESBO is seized. (This agrees with figure 7.) 
In this approximation the expression (2.9) is 
also valid for the third category. Note, how
ever, that we in Eq. (2.9) have supressed the 
dependence on the different routes; equation 
(2.9) represents in fact several equations. 

The total holding time for the A-ESBO is thus 
the weighted sum of the holding times for the 
three categories. 

For the B-ESBO the calls can naturally be 
divided into two categories: 

(i) Outgoing calls 

(ii) Local calls 

For the outgoing calls we neglect the effect of 
the double-test and assume that the calls imme
diately find a free trunk when the B-E~BO is 
seized (because of the "through looking"). Hence 
the holding time for category (i) is simply 

(2.14) 

where OB is the operation time for the B-ESBO. 

For the local calls we have 

(2.15) 

Here nR stands for the probabilit~ ~f being . 
register timed-out, nB the probab1l1ty of be1ng 
B-ESBO timed-out, LLTL the mean waiting time for 
LTL, TB the magnitude of the B-ESBO time-out. and 
ea the time spent on the B-ESBO when the reg1ster 
time-out releases the call. 
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(2c) Subscriber selection stage 

After successful routing through the local or 
incoming group selection stage, a call is set up 
through two additional switching machines. 

In the 'penultimate group selector (PGS) , the 
correct lOO-groups of subscribers is selected. 
The final connection to the B-subscriber is 
established by a grading (LF/FS grading), where 
the common lines are shared by the originating 
and terminating calls. 

The PGS and the LF/FS-grading is modelled as one 
system with limited availability. The overflow 
traffic from the fully available lines are, 
together with the originating traffic, offered 
to a many-server queue with two time-outs. These 
are the global (register) time-out and a local 
time-out (LTL-time-out, see below for explana~ 
tion) for the subscriber selection stages. The 
input traffic is assumed to follow a Batch
~oisson distribution. This assumption is veri
fied by checking different approximations for 
overflow traffic with simulations [5]. 

The selection of correct B-subscriber is control
led by the line translater link (LTL). If no 
LTL is free, a call waits in a queue with two 
time-outs; the incoming or local group selector 
B-ESBO and the register time-out. After seizure 
of a free LTL, its alarm starts, and the last 
three B-subscriber digits are transferred from 
the register. If a time-out due to the LTL-alarm 
occurs, the B-subscriber selection starts all 
over again from the same LTL. 

Next, a call waits for a free PGS-ESBO which 
controls the switching through the PGS. Finally, 
we have a waiting line in front of the LF/F5-ESBO, 
which selects the correct B-subscriber and termi
nate the call set-up through the LF/FS-grading. 

The first of these queues is an ordinary single
server queue with two time-outs. In the last 
queue we also have two time-outs, the LTL-time
out and the global time-out. The input traffic 
intensity to this queue is a mixture of origi
nating and terminating traffic intensities, with 
the terminating traffic having priority (non
preemptive) • 

The contribution to the holding time from the 
subscriber selection stages, stems mainly from 
the LTL-holding time. Once seized, the LTL is 
kept by a call until either connection to the 
correct B-subscriber is established, or the B
subscriber is detected to be busy, or time-out 
due to the register time-out occurs. This may 
include numerous trials of reaching the B-sub
scriber through the PGS and the LF/FS-grading, 
since a time-out due to the LTL-alarm do not 
release the LTL. The holding time is updated 
after each stage in the subscriber selection 
model. 

(2d) Incoming group selection stage 

The main difference between the incoming group 
selection stage and the local group selection 
stage is that the local cycling around the A-ESBO 
no longer takes place. When the time-out in 
either of the ESBO's in the incoming A/B-stage 
releases the call it puts it back all the way to 
the local register. In this way we end up with 
much larger cycles which means that the local 
register is very likely to throw out the call 
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from the entire network after just a couple of 
cycles. 

Another difference is that we now have to con
sider calls coming from different routes (instead 
of going to) with their effective time-outs. 

In the program we have for simplification r~d~ced 
the number of input streams to four. That 1S, 
for each originating exchange we consider the 
direct route and the alternative route (via the 
tandem exchange) . to the terminating exchange. 

The queueing system for (incoming) A-E~BO w~ll 
thus be very similiar to the one descr1bed 1n 
figure 6 except that there is only four input 
streams. Analogue similarities holds true for 
the other two queueing systems in a A/B stage 
(link system and B-ESBO). Note that the selec
tion in the link system now is with respect to 
thousand-groups of subscribers that are all 
assumed to be equivalent. 

!!2!9!!}9_!!~~§ 

The formula for the holding times are completely 
equivalent to the ones for the local A/B stage 
(formulas (2.12) and (2.13). 

(2e) Tandem register stage 

From the local group selection stage the over
flow traffic is directed towards the tandem ex
change where the calls have to hunt for a free 
register. However, whereas the set-up through 
the local group selection stage takes place 
immediately after the third digit is dialled, 
the set-up through the tandem exchange will not 
take place until the fifth digit is dialled. 
If XAB is the stochastic variable for the time 
needed to pass through the local group selection 
stage and Y is the stochastic variable for the, 
dialling of two digits, the time from the hunt1ng 
of the A-ESBO to the hunting of the tandem regis
ter is given by the stochastic variable Z given 
by 

Z = max(XAB , Y) (2.16) 

This implies that the mean values are related 
by 

E (Z) E(X)+E(y)-J Pr{XAB>x}Pr{Y>x}dx 
o 

~ E(X)+E(Y) _ E(X) -E(Y) 
E(X)+E(Y) (2.17) 

The second line in Eq. (2.17) is true if XAB and 
Y is negative exponentially distributed. 

The calls from the local exchange are grouped 
into two streams according to their destination 
exchange. All togheter we therefore have to 
consider six traffic streams hunting for the 
tandem registers (full availability is assumed): 

• 

• o 0 ... o 
• 

Figure 8 Queue for the tandem registers 

Here Aij is the intensity of calls coming from 
exchange i with destination exchange j hunting 
for a tandem register. In the global notation 
explained in [1] these intensities can be ex
pressed as 
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14 
l: X(i,j,u,6) 

u=7 
(2.18) 

Tij is the effective magnitude of the local, 
register time-out when calls from exchange 1 and 
destination j enter the tandem register queue: 

Tij = T1-E(~) (2.19) 

The mean value E(Z), as given Eq. (2.17), will, 
of course, also depend on i and j. T1 is the 
effective register time-out when the calls enter 
the local A-ESBO queue. 
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The tandem exchange is depicted below 

To (oea( .JtChan~s 
From (oea( 

I I uehanges 

j ) 
I A B ITand~m Re2.1 

Figure 9 Tandem exchange 

We see from figure 9 that the calls have to pass 
through an A/B-stage after seizing the tandem 
register. Hence, the total holding time for the 
tandem register will be the weighted sum between 
the times needed to go directly out from the A
stage or via the B-stage. We therefore have the 
two categories: 

(i) Calls going directly out from A: 

h1 'TA(l-nTR(l)-nR(l))+TTRnTR(l) 

+ 8T (1)nR (1)+OT(1) 

(ii) Calls going via B: 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

Here 'TA is the mean waiting time for the Tandem 
A-ESBO, TTR the Tandem register time-out and 
8T (1) the mean occupation time of the tandem 
register if the local register time-out releases 
the call before the Tandem A-ESBO is reached. 
The probabilities nTR(l) and nR(l) are the prob
abilities of Tandem- and Local-register time-out 
respectively before the Tandem A-ESBO is seized. 
With h TA (2) is to understand the Tandem A-ESBO 
holding time for calls going via the B-stage. 

(2f) Tandem group selection stage 

The difference between this stage and the local 
group selection stage lies basically in the con
trolling time-outs. There are at this point two 
"global" time-outs, namely the local register 
time~out and the tandem time-out. This implies 
that the traffic streams hunting for the ESBO's 
are doubled in number, i.e. each stream is split 
into two. This complication is more of a tech
nical nature and does not change the main phi
losOPhy behind the solution procedure. 

When the calls are released by the "local" ESBO 
time-outs they are set back to the tandem regis
ter which causes a cycling in very much the same 
way as with the local A/B-stage. 

In order to calculate the tandem A-ESBO holding 
time we split the calls into two groups accord
ing to whether they find an outlet directlY from 
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an A-multiswitch or they must go via the B-stage. 

(i) Outlet from A: 

hAT(l) = °T(l) 

(ii) Outlet via B: 

+ TTAnTA+8T(2)~TR(2) 

+ 8R(2)nR (2)+oT(2) 

Here LTL is the mean waiting time in the link 
system, LTB the mean waiting time for the B-ESBO, 
8T (2) and 8R (2) the mean occupation time of the 
A-ESBO when the tandem and the local register 
respectively releases the call and nTR and n R 
the corresponding time-out probabilities. The 
A-ESBO time-out is denoted by TTA and n TA is the 
probability for being A-ESBO timed-out. 

The holding time for the tandem B-ESBO is assumed 
to be a constant operation time since a free out
going trunk was sought for in the link system. 

3 FURTHER DETAILS ABOU'r THE MODELLING 

In chapter 2 we discussed the main constituents 
of our network without going into all details 
concerning the solution methods. We will there
fore in this chapter add a few comments about 
some of the methods (or rather, assumptions) 
used. 

One of the main problems l1as been the treatment 
of link systems. There are two types of link 
systems involved, the one in the preselection 
and those in the A/B-stages. In both cases we 
have to deal with delay systems with limited 
waiting. For the link system in the A/B-stage 
the problem is, in fact, even more complex since 
we have to consider several input streams each 
with a separate time-out. ' 

The solution of such link systems is, for the 
moment not known. As an approximation we have 
therefore used the following approach: In a 
pure delay system with unlimited delay the 
carried and offered traffic are the same. 'We 
therefore treat the actual link system as a sys
tem with unlimited delay using the carried 
traffic in the actual system as we get it from 
the global equations. These equations receive, 
namely, also contributions from the signalling 
pqrt for which the time-outs are treated in a 
proper way. To treat link systems with delay we 
basically follow the method of Lotze as it is 
described in [6]. (A rewiev can also be found 
in [7].) 

The basic idea is here to consider the limited 
access to the routes (due to inner congestion) 
as an ideal grading with an availability given 
by a certain traffic-dependent formula. The 
waiting time distribution for this grading is 
approximated by a Weibul distribution that gives 
a fairy good accuracy. 

Having found the waiting time distribution for 
the link system with unlimited delay, we finally 
condition it by the effective register time-out 
at the considered stage. If X is the random 
variable for the waiting time in the link system 
and T is the remaining register time-out when 
reaching the A-stage, we, for example, have for 
the probability of being A-ESBO timed-out while 
waiting for a free way through the link system in 
the A/B-stage: 

(3.1) 
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In (3.1) we have used the notation W(t) · ~Pr{X>t}. 

Another detail is the updating of global time
outs. When a local register is seized the alarm 
starts to run with a nominal value of about 30 
seconds. The time-out is, however, renewed after 
each digit dialled which means that the register 
could be hold a maximum time of 30+6xl.5 = 39 
seconds. (We have assumed an average of 1.5 
seconds per digit.) On the other hand, the set 
up through the exchange already starts after 3 
digits which means that the effective time-out in 
the queue before the A-ESBO is about 34 seconds. 
It is this value we have called Tl in the previ
ous chapter. 

The updating of the register time-out after 
~assin~ through any of the stages as explained 
ln Chapter 2 (except the preselection stage) is 
simply done by taking 'the effective time-out 
before the stage and subtract the mean time 
needed to pass through. Since the time-out after 
the subscriber selection stage is not needed for 
the calculations, the updating of the global time
out reduces to five multidimensional arrays. 

In our model we have at this point made a simpli
fication by averaging the remaining time-outs 
over the various streams in order to get a two 
dimensional array of the type T (i,j). Here i 
stands for the originating exch~nge and j for the 
terminating whereas k is a labelling from 1 to 5. 
F~r instance will ~1(1,2) stand for the remaining 
tlme-out when leavlng the group selection stage 
(k=l) in exchange number 1 for calls going to 
exchange number 2. 

The last detail we will like to mention here has 
to due with the subscriber behaviour prior to 
obtaining the dial-tone. As was explained in 
section (2a), since the ESBO's in the preselec
tion do not throw the call attempts out of the 
system but rather put them back into the queue 
in front of the LF/FS-ESBO again, there will be 
a "cycling" of call attempts in the signalling 
part of the preselection stage. Unlike cycles 
elsewhere in the network (like in the group
selection stage) there are no global time-out to 
control ~he set-up at thi~ stage. Hence the only 
controlllng element are, ln fact, the subscribers 
themselves. It is clear that in overload situa
tions such cycling will occur, which ultimately 
leads to large waiting times for the dial-tone. 
It is also clear that if the subscribers had 
infinite patience the system would sooner or 
later collapse. Hence the subscriber behaviour 
is a very important factor for the 8B exchange 
since all the control of the traffic behaviour 
in the preselection is, in fact, left to the sub
scribers. 

In order to investigate the effect of the cycles 
without going into any theory for the subscriber 
behaviour we have labeled the cycles around the 
1.LF/FS-ESBO with an integer N. This parameter 
will be an input to the program and by changing 
it we can study the behaviour of the preselection 
stage for different subscriber patiency. Of 
course, N=l might itself be a realistic control 
to be implemented into the system, i.e. the ESBO 
throws the calls out of the system when the call 
is timed-out. In the next chapter is illustrated 
how the delay in preselection stage varies with N. 

4 RESULTS 

The main input to the model is, of course, the 
fresh traffic intensities and the conversation 
time. Figure 10 is an example of input parameters 
with the dimensioned values for the intensities 
and conversation times. In addition is quoted 
certain subscriber dependent probabilities with 
"initial" values: 
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Q~~~~~-~~§~-~~~~~!~~~ 

To EXCH A(l) EXCH B(2) EXCH C (3) 

From 

EXCH A(l) .73333 .53333 .33333 

EXCB B(2) .53333 .43333 .23333 

EXCH C(3) .29333 .23333 .23333 

~~Q~~~~~_Q~: EXCH A(l) EXCB B(2) EXCH C(3) 

REPEAT A TIMED-OUT CALL .0000 .0000 .0000 

BUSY B-SUBSCRIBER .2000 .3000 .1000 

REPEAT IF BUSY B-SUBSCRIBER .0000 .0000 .0000 

NO B-ANSWER .1000 .1000 .1000 

REPEAT IF NO B-ANSWER .0000 .0000 .0000 

SUBSCRIBER DEPENDENT TIMES: EXCH A(l) EXCH B (2) EXCH C(3) --------------------------
CONVERSATION + RINGING TIME 210.0 230.0 180.0 

RINGING TIME IF NO B-ANSWER 35.0 35.0 35.0 

~~~~!~Q~-~~~: EXCH A(l) EXCH B(2) EXCB C (3) 

MA}( NUMBER OF ALLOWED CYCLES 1 1 

Figure 10 Input data according to the design 
of the exchanges 

We have chosen to set the various probabilities 
of subscriber repeating equal to zero in this 
example in order to focus uhe attention to the 
system behaviour. 

In principle, all details about intensities, 
waiting times, time-out probabilities from all 
parts of the network can be found from a run of 
the program. We limit ourselves here to present 
some resul ts from the preselection stage with the 
data above as input: 

~~-~§~~!§ 

~~~~~~Q~-~~~~ 

AVERAGE WAITING TIME 

BEFORE 1. LF-ES 

IN LINK SYSTEM 

BEFORE 2.LF-ESBO 

UNDER DOUBLE TEST 

TOTAL IN PRESEL 

HOLDING TIME ON 

1.LF-ESBO 

2.LF-ESBO 

REGISTER 

PROBABILITY OF 

TIME-OUT BY 1. LF-ESBO 

TIME-OUT DURING DOUBLE TEST 

TIME-OUT (TOTAL) IN PRESEL 

EXCH A(l) 

.1416 

1.2771 

.0006 

1.5545 

1. 4638 

1. 5919 

.6359 

23.591 

.0401 

.0233 

• 0624 

EXCH B(2) 

.0418 

.6699 

.0001 

1.2782 

.73250 

.9685 

.6159 

'20.389 

.0245 

.0124 

.0366 

EXCH C (3) 

.0181 

• 4880 

.0004 

1.1976 

.5172 

.7883 

. 6081 

20.159 

. 0215 

.0061 

.0274 

Figure 11 Results from a run with inputdata in 
figure 10 

5 SUMMARY 

We have in this paper discussed an analytic mod
el of a telephone network with distributed con
trol. The model is based on the work of Franks 
and Rishel ([2J, [3J) that had to be generalized 
in order to include the effect of all the local 
time-outs and, in particular, the competition 
between the global and the local time-outs. It 
seems that the global description of a such a 
general model (described in [I]) does not cause any 
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formal difficulties. But in d~aling with the 
local queueing systems a simplified (global) 
model would be advantageous, if not necessary. 
The problem here is that as the network grows 
large the number of traffic streams with their 
individual time-outs become immense. Even .for 
our small network did we find it convenient to 
average over several streams when performing the 
local calculations. 

In our model of a telephone network it is fair 
to say that, from a theoretical point of view, 
the local calculations were the time consuming 
part. The global description (including formu
las for the holding times) is easily put up in 
6 man-months whereas the local routines (on pro
grammed form) require at least 18 man-months~ 
Fortunately, the -local calculations are indepen
dent of the number of exchanges so the magnitude 
of the network does not matter from a theoreti
cal point of view. 

Another time consuming part is, of course, the 
computer-implementation of all the local rou
tines, the global upset, convergence algorithms 
etc. From our experience this required about 
12 man-months and hence about 3 man-years for 
the whole model. This last implementation might 
increase somewhat for increasing network but 3 
man-years with experienced people should be a 
good estimate for such a project. 

We can thus conclude that it is indeed possible 
to establish an analytic model for a telephone 
network with rather complex exchanges in a man
ner indicated by Franks and Rishel. Our experi
ence with such a model is rather good; it is 
easy to handle and requires a CPU-run time of 
about 10 minutes to obtain the wanted accuracy. 
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